INTRODUCTION
The de novo identification of transcription factor binding sites is one of the oldest problems in bioinformatics with nearly a hundred algorithms published in the last 25 years (1) (2) (3) (4) . Despite the abundance of motif finders, most programs are difficult for non-expert users to readily apply to their uncharacterized datasets.
Most motif-finding algorithms ask users to specify numerous parameters to describe the motifs being sought, such as length, orientation and even (in some cases) the number of expected occurrences and the expected number of genes that will contain binding sites. The existence of nuisance parameters such as these may prove frustrating for the non-expert. With many parameters to set, the user is often left to explore the parameter space and make arbitrary judgment calls on what output to trust. Many programs circumvent this issue by specifying reasonable default parameters, but studies have shown that these programs are often quite sensitive to parameters and underperform when the defaults are used (5) .
In addition, the existence of nuisance parameters complicates the assessment of motif finder performance comparisons. For instance, in a recent study, thirteen motif finders were compared as run by experts (6) . A number of the programs were run with different parameter settings for each regulon, and in some cases, motifs were filtered by hand both from the input sequence set and from the output sequence set. Such performance comparisons assess both the performance of the program and the expertise of the user, making it difficult for the first-time user to select a motif-finding program on a principled basis.
We recently presented a motif finder specifically developed to meet the needs of practising biologists who are interested in using motif-finding tools to identify potential transcription factor binding sites in a set of (otherwise uncharacterized) upstream regions of co-regulated genes. Our program, SCOPE (Suite for Computational identification Of Promoter Elements), requires no inputs beyond a set of unaligned sequences or gene names and a species selection. SCOPE is an ensemble learning method based on three component algorithms, each aimed at a specific category of motifs (Chakravarty et al., submitted). The component algorithms, BEAM (7), PRISM (8) and SPACER (9) , are designed for the discovery of short non-degenerate motifs, short degenerate motifs and long highly degenerate (or bipartite) motifs, respectively. SCOPE combines these methods using a unified scoring metric and a 'winner takes all' learning rule. When we evaluated SCOPE's performance on 78 published regulons from four different species, it outperformed ten other well-known motif finders on this dataset by a large, statistically significant margin (Chakravarty et al., submitted). SCOPE was both highly sensitive and specific in its predictions, ranking in the top two out of eleven motif finders by both these criteria. Our tests also showed SCOPE to be robust to the presence of noise (extraneous genes) in test datasets, making it particularly useful for the analysis of microarray data. In semi-synthetic test regulons, where 80% of the upstream sequences were extraneous (randomly selected), SCOPE's performance degraded by only 21%.
As a cautionary note, however, our test datasets were dominated by prokaryotic and yeast regulons. Only a handful of well-characterized regulons exist for higher eukaryotes, and all motif-finding programs tested so far, including SCOPE, perform much less strongly on these organisms (6, Chakravarty et al., submitted).
This article presents the interface design and functionality of the web server for SCOPE.
WEB INTERFACE

Design philosophy
In designing the web interface for SCOPE, we sought to minimize user input while providing the maximum breadth of information as output. We adhered to the principle of revealed complexity in the interface. In keeping with this principle, only the most relevant information is provided on each output page to maximize readability and to encourage exploration by making detailed output information available with a single click of the mouse. Location-relevant help links are available on the site to facilitate ease of use.
The absence of nuisance parameters enabled us to design a clean and simple interface for input. Output pages are specifically structured to make the most commonly used information easy to view. These features result in an interface that is at once informative and simple to navigate. In addition, users can request a copy of the output through email. The emailed results are easy to parse for further analysis.
Input form
The only required input on SCOPE's input page is a list of genes (or FASTA sequences) and a species designation (Figure 1) . Additionally, the user may provide an email address (and subject line) to which machine-parsible results will be sent. For gene entry, a series of FASTA sequences (or a file containing such sequences) or a list of gene names may be entered. The only input parameter that SCOPE cannot automatically optimize is the choice of input sequence length. The user may select a particular fixed length of upstream sequence to be analyzed or may select just the intergenic sequences (up to the previous gene) to be analyzed. This upstream length is also used to specify the background used in calculations of significance for both gene lists and FASTA analyses.
SCOPE output
A typical run of SCOPE takes on the order of 1-5 min. Runtime is dependent primarily on the size of the genome used for the background and is rate limited by the SPACER algorithm, the slowest of the three component algorithms. SPACER's slow runtime stems from its search space, which often involves finding the exact genomic positions of a large number of short motifs. (A detailed discussion of SPACER's runtime complexity is provided in reference 9.)
Results from SCOPE are displayed in a compact, motif-centric way (Figure 2) . Initially, only the top ten motifs from SCOPE are displayed. Each motif is represented as a consensus sequence, and the sequence provides a link to more detailed information about the motif. The number of occurrences of the motif in the set of genes is also displayed along with the Sig score (a measure of the statistical significance of the motif) and the coverage (percentage of genes containing the motif). The upstream locations of the top five motifs from SCOPE are plotted in a color-coded motif map at the bottom of the page. The user can change the number of motifs drawn in the map using the available text field.
The default view shows the combined results from each of SCOPE's component algorithms, but the individual results are available via the buttons in the bottom right corner. The individual results are provided primarily to satisfy the user's curiosity, as we have demonstrated elsewhere that SCOPE substantially outperforms each of its component algorithms (Chakravarty et al., submitted) .
Clicking on the consensus representation of a motif on the main output page takes the user to a more detailed view of the motif (Figure 3) . The additional details include the consensus sequence, the position weight matrix constructed from all instances of the motif in the regulon, a sequence logo providing a graphical view of the motif (10) and the actual instances and locations of the motif in each gene. The strand containing the motif is also displayed. For each motif, SCOPE computes the significance once considering both strands, and once considering only the top strand and the higher scoring result is displayed.
Implementation
SCOPE is implemented in Java 1.4. The interface is assembled in HTML, JSP and PHP. The SCOPE server is an Apple Macintosh Workgroup Cluster for Bioinformatics.
CONCLUSIONS
The parameter-free nature of the SCOPE algorithm enables consistent predictions to be made every time by both first-time and experienced users of the program. We tested SCOPE against thirteen motif finders on a large, experimentally determined dataset consisting of 78 regulons with previously published binding sites from four organisms (Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Bacillus subtilis, Escherichia coli and Drosophila melanogaster). SCOPE's predictions on this dataset were found to be substantially more sensitive and specific than those obtained using the default configuration of any other motif finder we tested, including the three individual component algorithms (Chakravarty et al., submitted) .
As with all other motif finders, one consideration in interpreting SCOPE's output is the interpretation of motif significance (Sig score for SCOPE). Although motifs with higher Sig scores represent more confident predictions by the algorithm, numerous studies have indicated the weak correlation between various definitions of statistical over-representation and biological relevance (5,6,11, Chakravarty et al., submitted). Nevertheless, we have found that SCOPE consistantly finds biologically relevant motifs among its top three predictions.
In conclusion, SCOPE is a powerful motif finder designed, through its simplicity, to be of particular use to biologists interested in cis-regulatory element prediction. This article describes an intuitive and compact web interface for SCOPE, which provides clear and concise output, based on the principle of revealed complexity. The table at the bottom lists all of the occurrences of this motif in the upstream sequences of the set of genes submitted. This bipartite motif was identified by the SPACER algorithm, which has also helped specify some preferences for nucleotides in the internal ''spacer'' sequence.
